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The Data Quadrant Model

ATA

Consistency

Verifiability

Validity & Integrity

Conformity

Relevancy

Transparency

Control

Flexibility

Agility

Alacrity

Variety

Accessibility

Responsiveness

Availability

Data 

Organization
Data 

Valorization



7 Applications of the Quadrant

How 2 produce
How 2 automate
How 2 organize
How 2 govern
How about people
How 2 model



How 2 produce



X

How 2 produce, variants



How 2 automate



Rephrased - somewhat more nerdy:

• Model-driven, metadata driven

Or

• Declarative instead of Imperative 

Rephrased - somewhat more popular: 

“In Data, the developer is the data modeller”

How 2 automate



How 2 organize



To Centralize or to Decentralize



To Centralize or to Decentralize



How 2 govern





“The 

developer 

hopes it will 

be 

implemented 

country-wide”



How 2 govern, Innovation in Data



How 2 govern, Innovation in Data



A firm’s ability to perform 

repeatedly a productive task 

which relates [..] to a 

firm’s capacity for creating 

value

[..]

Most organizational 

capabilities require 

integrating the specialist 

knowledge bases of a number 

of individuals.

Organizational capability

Bron: Organization Science, Vol.7, No. 4, July-August 1996



How 2 govern, Informationproduct management

▪ Output based portfolio management

▪ An informationproduct can have
an analytical perspective
a management information perspective
a function (API) perspective 

▪ Every informationproduct is associated with an 
“energylabel”

▪ “Energylabels” are determined by means of 
operational risk management

▪ Every energylabel is associated with a 
deployment pattern 

▪ Remaining risks are mitigated or accepted by 
the appropriate role



How do people excel



Business- & Information modeling is key,

but not sufficient

Linguistic

Logical

Separation of concerns:

Process

+

Logic

+

Data

Ontology

Facts

Relational

Natural Language

ORM / FCO-IM



Suppose you - in your organisation – could start 

from scratch and you have 100 Euro to invest, in 

what quadrant would you start?

A – 1 / 2

B – 3 / 4



▪ Holistic view

▪ Data has many perspectives

▪ Separate concerns

▪ Where to start, what to do later

▪ Organize the data function

▪ Skills & Competencies

▪ The developer in data is the ‘data modeller’

▪ Think before you buy, think hard. 

▪ Fight the entropy! It isn't free….


